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An anomalous magnetic flux periodicity of the ground state is predicted in a two-dimensional cylindrical
surface composed of square and honeycomb lattice. The ground state and persistent currents exhibit an ap-
proximate fractional period of the flux quantum for a specific Fermi energy. The period depends on the aspect
ratio of the cylinder and on the lattice structure around the axis. We discuss the possibility of this nontrivial
periodicity in a heavily doped armchair carbon nanotube.
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In the Aharonov-Bohm(AB) effect, the phase of wave
functions is modulated by a magnetic field, thereby manifest-
ing the quantum nature of electrons. One of the direct con-
sequences of the AB effect in solid state physics is the per-
sistent current in a mesoscopic ring.1–4 The persistent current
is an equilibrium current driven by a magnetic field threading
the ring, and it generally shows the flux periodicity ofF0
=hc/e. On the other hand, there exist some systems where
the period becomes a general fraction ofF0, revealing an
interference effect between channels. At present, theoretical
investigations of the fractional flux periodicity has been done
in a two-dimensional(2D) system composed of a square lat-
tice and in a one-dimensional(1D) system. Cheunget al.5
found that a finite length cylinder with a specific aspect ratio
exhibits the fractional flux periodicity in the persistent cur-
rents. The same configuration with an additional magnetic
field perpendicular to the cylindrical surface was analyzed by
Choi et al.6 They reported that a fractional flux periodicity
appears in the persistent currents. Its period is mainly deter-
mined by the additional perpendicular flux, but is also depen-
dent on the number of lattice sites along the circumference.
We have shown in the previous paper that torus geometry
exhibits the fractional flux periodicity depending on the twist
around the torus axis and the aspect ratio.7 As for 1D sys-
tems, Kusmartsevet al.8 reported on fractional AB effect in a
certain limit of the Hubbard model and Jaglaet al.9 found
that correlations change the fundamental periodicity of the
transmittance of an AB ring with two contacts. In 1D, there
is only one channel and therefore there exists no coherence
effect between channels; hence, the origin of the fractional
flux periodicity differs from that of two-dimensional system.
However, since these geometries have not yet been real-
ized experimentally, it is important to examine if existing
materials with cylindrical geometry can be used to detect
such an interference effect. In this paper, we will show that
an approximate fractional flux periodicity appears in a
honeycomb lattice cylinder, which is realized in a single wall
carbon nanotube(SWNT).10 The fractional periodicity re-
quires a heavy doping, shifting the Fermi energy up to the
energy of the transfer integrals2.9 eVd. The persistent cur-
rent in doped nanotubes was also theoretically examined by
Szopaet al.,11 though they do not mention the fractional
periodicity.
Here we consider the interference effect in a 2D cylinder
(Fig. 1) composed of a honeycomb lattice, and calculate the
ground state energy and the persistent current. The persistent
current fIpcsNFdg is defined by differentiating the ground
state energyfE0sNFdg with respect to the magnetic flux pen-
etrating through a hollow core of the cylinder(see Fig. 1) as
IpcsNFd;−]E0sNFd /]F. We show that the fraction of flux
period sF0/Zd depends on the aspect ratio of a cylinder:
1/Z=n/ lT for a dopedsn,nd armchair SWNT withlT being
the number of unit cells along the cylindrical axis. Persistent
current can be observed experimentally via the induced mag-
netic moment of the system, which was recently demon-
strated in a SWNT by Minotet al.12
First we consider a finite length 2D cylinder composed of
a square lattice, as studied by Cheunget al.5 The length of
the cylinder and the circumferential length areNa and Ma,
respectively, wherea is the lattice constant. By solving the
nearest-neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian with hopping in-
tegral t, we obtain the energy eigenvalue as
Enm= − 2tHcosS npN + 1D + cosS2pmM DJ ,
where 1ø n ø N and −
M
2




In the presence of the AB flux parallel to the cylinder axis,
Enm changes according to the gauge coupling which can be
FIG. 1. (left) Geometry of a 2D cylinder in the presence of the
AB flux, F. (right) We consider 2D cylinders composed of a square
and an armchair nanotube.
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obtained by substitutingm→m−NF whereNF is the number
of flux, defined byNF;F /F0 (see Fig. 1).
When we consider a half-filling systemsEF=0d, the








whereAn;M /2f1−sn/N+1dg and fxg represents the largest

























where I0=2et/ fM sinsp /Mdg and we ignored the correction








When the aspect ratio satisfiesM /2sN+1d=1/Z with integer
Z, coss2pZAnd=1 holds for alln and Cj satisfiesCj+Z=Cj.
Furthermore, in the limit ofN@1, CZ becomes large com-
pared with C1,¯ ,CZ−1 since they are proportional to
Os1/Nd andCZ~OsNd. Since onlyj =Z,2Z,¯ are dominant
in Eq. (4), we get an approximate fractionalsF0/Zd period-
icity of Ipc when M /2sN+1d=1/Z which becomes exact in
the long length limitN@1, as was found by Cheunget al.5
Let us apply this result to doped armchair SWNT. The
carbon nanotubes can be specified by the chiral vector,Ch
=na1+ma2, and the translational vector,T = t1a1+ t2a2, where
sn,md andst1,t2d are integers anda1, a2 are symmetry trans-
lational vectors on the planar honeycomb lattice10 with
ua1u2= ua2u2=2a1·a2. The chiral vectorCh specifies the cir-
cumference of the cylinder, and the unit cell of the nanotube
is defined by two mutually perpendicular vectorsCh andT.
The length of the cylinder is specified by a vectorlTT. We
decompose the wave vector asK =m1K 1+sm2/ lTdK 2 where
m1 andm2 are integers, and the wave vectorsK 1 andK 2 are
defined by the condition:10 Ch·K 1=2p, Ch·K 2=0, T ·K 1
=0 andT ·K 2=2p. With these definitions, the energy eigen-
value of the valence electrons can be expressed by
Em1m2sNFd = − Vp
Î1 + 4 cosX cosY + 4 cos2 Y, s6d
where Vps=2.9 eVd is the transfer integral for nearest-









F− st1 + t2dsm1 − NFd + sn + mdm2lT G , s8d
whereNc=mt1−nt2. This implies that the motions around the
axis sm1d and along the axism2d couple with each other.
Without doping(i.e., at half-filling), the energy dispersion
relation of carbon nanotube has only two distinct Fermi
points calledK and K8 Fermi points. In this case only two
channels touch the Fermi level and the ground state energy
shows the AB effect with the periodicity ofF0
13,14 and cor-
responding situation has reported experimentally.12,15 We
consider a special doping which shifts the Fermi level from 0
to EF=−Vp
11 (the case ofEF=Vp can be analyzed in the
same way and the results are the same because of the
particle-hole symmetry). The energy dispersion relation
around the Fermi level is approximately given by
Em1m2 < EF − 2Vp cosYscosX + cosYd. s9d
We note that the energy dispersion relation is similar to that
of the square lattice except for the factor of cosY. Here, we
adopt the armchair SWNTsn=md because we can sett1
=1 andt2=−1 and thereforeX is proportional to onlym1 and
Y to m2, which results in that cosX+cosY becomes the en-
ergy dispersion relation of a square lattice.
We first show the numerical results of the ground state
energyE0sNFd for the doped armchair SWNT. In Fig. 2(a),
we plot E0sNFd of doped armchair(30,30) SWNTs with dif-
ferent lengths. The ground state energy shows an approxi-
mate fractional flux periodicity depending on the aspect ratio
defined bylT/n. We can see that the approximate fractional
periodicity sF0/Zd corresponds toZ= lT/n. However, there
also exists the approximate fractional flux periodicity for a
shorter nanotube,lT,n.
7 In Fig. 2(b), we plot the ground
state energy for(80,80) armchair SWNT withlT=48 slTuTu
<11.6 nmd and lT=96 slTuTu<23.2 nmd. The approximate
fractional periodicity corresponds to 1/Z=1/3 and 1/6, re-
spectively, in whichlT/n is 3/5 and 6/5.
Now we derive the fractional flux periodicity of persistent
current in doped armchair SWNTs analytically with use of
the result for the square lattice. Equation(1) for the square
lattice is similar to Eq.(9) for the doped SWNT. Although
there remains a factor of cosY difference, it does not affect
the fractional periodicity; we can analytically show later that
the fractional periodicityF0/Z occurs whenlT/n=Z is an
integer. To see this, it is useful to consider a hypothetical
energy dispersion
− 2VpucosYuscosX + cosYd. s10d
This energy eigenvalue corresponds to multiplying the factor
ucosnp / sN+1du to the EnmsNFd for the square lattice. The
corresponding persistent current can be expressed by multi-








Thus the persistent current for Eq.(10) still exhibits the frac-
tional periodicity depending on the aspect ratio. To compare
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Eq. (9) with Eq. (10), we consider the difference between the
ground state energies for the two energy dispersions. Figure
3 shows the occupied states(gray color) for (a) the hypo-
thetical energy dispersion of Eq.(10) and (b) that for doped
SWNT. From this figure, it follows that the difference of
ground state energies is a constant independent ofNF, be-
cause it corresponds to the sum of energy of all states for
dispersion Eq.(10) within the region of −pøXøp and
p /2øYøp. This shows that the persistent current in the
doped armchair SWNTs has the same periodicity as the
square-lattice cylinder after the replacementt→Vp, M
→2n andN+1→ lT; the period is thus given byF0/Z for an
integer value ofZ= lT/n. Moreover, even whenlT/n is equal
to a rational numberZ/q for coprime integersZ andq, such
as lT/n=3/5, thesystem shows an approximate fractional
flux periodicity F0/Z. It is because in Eqs.(5) and (11)
CZ,C2Z, . . . are much larger than otherCj, owing to
coss2pZAnd=1.
Let us comment on the magnetic fieldBn for sn,nd arm-
chair SWNT which corresponds toF0=4310
−7 G cm2. For
n=100(diameter is about 13 nm), Bn is about 30 T, which is
experimentally attainable. For the fractional periodicity, the
period becomesBn/Z,30 T/Z, which is easily achieved in
experiments for largerZ. AlthoughZ can be large in the long
length limit of an armchair SWNTslT@nd, the periodic mo-
tion of the electron along the axis of long nanotubes may be
affected by decoherence effect such as lattice deformations
or defects. It is also valuable to comment on the magnetic
momentsmorbitd of the system.12 The magnetic moment can
be calculated directly from the persistent current asmorbit
=SIpcsNFd, whereS is the cross-sectional area of the tube
sS= uChu2/4pd. When lT/n=Z (Z is an integer), we estimate
that the maximum amplitude of the magnetic moment scales
as morbit/mB=Os1dn2, where mB=6310−2 meV/T is the
Bohr magneton.
The Fermi energy sEF= ±Vp, ±2.9 eVd for doped
SWNT for the fractional flux periodicity might be difficult
for chemical doping, whereas it might be possible for elec-
trochemical doping; a recent experiment of electro-chemical
gating achieves Fermi energy shift of order ±1 eV.16
Finally we point out that the fractional nature can be seen
even for the smaller Fermi energy. In Fig. 4 we plotE0sNFd
with a weak dopingsEF=−Vp /10d for (60,30) (solid curve)
and (70,30) (dashed curve) chiral nanotube withlT=15 and
lT=5, respectively. These curves clearly show some coher-
ence effects. Thus a reproducible coherence pattern of the
magnetic moment may be obtained as a function of magnetic
field for doped SWNTs.
It is not easy to obtain of a SWNT with the diameter of
4 nm. Thus we generally need a multiwall carbon nanotube
in which the current flows only few outermost layers. In this
case we need to consider an effect of a finite thickness of
layers. If the periodicity comes from the some interlayer cou-
pling, complex coherence effect would appear. In fact, there
are several experimental reports on an approximately frac-
tional flux periodicity in magneto-resistance.17–19Bachtoldet
FIG. 2. Ground state energy as a function of the flux forsn,nd
armchair SWNT.(a) n=30 (diameter,4 nm) with two different
lengths: lT/n=3 (length ,22 nm) (solid curve), lT/n=9 (dashed
curve), and (b) n=80 (diameter ,10 nm) with two different
lengths: lT/n=0.6 (length ,11.6 nm) (solid curve), lT/n=1.2
(dashed curve). We offset the origin of the energy for comparison.
FIG. 3. Occupied states are shown in gray color in the Brillouin
zone for the energy dispersion relations;(a) −2VpucosYuscosX
+cosYd in Eq. (10) and (b) −2Vp cosYscosX+cosYd in Eq. (9).
FIG. 4. Ground state energy of a weak dopedsEF=−Vp /10d
chiral nanotubes. We consider(60,30) chiral nanotube withlT=15
(solid curve) and (70,30) with lT=5 (dashed curve). The origin of
the energy has been shifted to facilitate comparison.
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al.17 observed an oscillation with a period,F0/10. It not be
explained by the Al’tshuler-Aronov-Spivak theory which
predicts the period ofF0/2.
17,18At present moment, our re-
sults do not account for these oscillations, which will be a
future work.
In conclusion, we calculated numerically and analytically
the fractional periodicity of the ground state energy and per-
sistent currents in 2D cylinders composed of a square and
doped armchair SWNT. A doped armchair SWNT also ex-
hibits the fractional periodicity when they are doped toEF
= ±Vp. The fraction sF0/Zd depends on the aspect ratio
given byZ= lT/n, wherelT is the number of unit cells along
the cylindrical axis. An experimental investigation of the AB
effect in a doped SWNT gives a key to understand this spe-
cial coherence phenomenon.
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